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ISSUE Youth  

01 24 2021 at 23:00 Christ is the Answer with Fr. John Riccardo 60 minutes Fr. John Riccardo gives instruction on 
the Catechism of the Catholic Church and other topics critical to those seeking answers to lifes greatest questions. 
This episode is from a three-part series titled Living as a Christian in a Post Christian World. This is the third 
installment titled Freedom. Fr Riccardo discusses church documents and how they define freedom as the church 
understands it. He talks about the differences between Christian definitions of freedom and popular cultures. 
Freedom from versus freedom for. Popular culture says we are free from outside forces. Christendom says we are 
free for love. 

01 31 2021 at 23:00 Christ is the Answer with Fr. John Riccardo 60 minutes Fr. John Riccardo gives instruction on 
the Catechism of the Catholic Church and other topics critical to those seeking answers to lifes greatest questions. 
This weeks episode is from Fr. Ricardos series on RCIA for Catholics. This episode is on Hope. In an increasingly 
crazy world, we seem to find more reasons to worry. Anxiety, stress, hard times, and many more things can give us 
reason to lose hope. Advent and Lent are great seasons to reassure our hope. Pope Benedict XVI wrote Spe Salvi 
discussing the necessity of Hope as a theological virtue the allows us to aspire to heaven. 

02 07 2021 at 23:00 Christ is the Answer with Fr. John Riccardo 60 minutes Fr. John Riccardo gives instruction on 
the Catechism of the Catholic Church and other topics critical to those seeking answers to lifes greatest questions. 
This installment of Christ is the Answer is from a talk Fr. Riccardo from his series titled RCIA for Catholics. This is 
the first part of a subseries on the sacraments. Fr. Riccardo discusses the necessity of the sacraments in our 
relationship with God. He gives statistics on the current crisis in the Church. Two Thirds of Catholics do not believe 
that it is necessary to attend mass on Sunday and very few Catholic ever go to the sacrament of confession. 

02 14 2021 at 23:00 Christ is the Answer with Fr. John Riccardo 60 minutes Fr. John Riccardo gives instruction on 
the Catechism of the Catholic Church and other topics critical to those seeking answers to lifes greatest questions. 
This installment is from a recording from the series titled POID. Fr. John Riccardo discusses movies and there uses 
in proclaiming the Gospel in an unorthodox way. He tells the story of the final seven minutes of the movie Saving 
Private Ryan. He talks about how he used it in a retreat with high school boys and he proposed an alternative 
ending that made the young men repulse. They acknowledged the lack of manliness in the alternative and that 
what the character had done was a great way of responding to what Christ has given us in his crucifixion. Fr. 
Riccardo goes on to talk about mans call from Christ. Man must make himself a gift. The only way a boy can 
become a man is through love, through gift, through proclaiming the Gospel. 

02 21 2021 at 23:00 Christ is the Answer with Fr. John Riccardo 60 minutes Fr. John Riccardo gives instruction on 
the Catechism of the Catholic Church and other topics critical to those seeking answers to lifes greatest questions. 
In this installment This installment is called Lord I Believe, Help my Unbelief. This episode discusses spiritual 
discouragement and how we need to trust in the Lord even in our difficulty. Joy is the net in which God catches our 
disparagement and unbelief. God works on His time not on our time. God works in mysterious ways and shows us 
His will in strange ways. 

03 01 2021 at 19:00 Beyond Damascus 60 minutes Dan DeMatte and Aaron Richards bring young adults the life 
changing testimonies of ordinary people that launch them into lives of extraordinary mission for Christ and His 
Church. Aaron and guest co host Brad Pierron discuss living as victorious Christians especially in todays culture. 
Aaron and Brad start the show by talking about mission and assignments. Each person as a mission and different 
assignments within that mission that leads to the mission objective. Aaron talks about how distractions can cause 
us to not work towards our mission. Aaron talks about our desire to control hinders us to move towards freedom 
in the spiritual life. Brad and Aaron continue to discuss how to live life fully as victorious Christians.

03 13 2021 at 19:00 Beyond Damascus 60 minutes Dan DeMatte and Aaron Richards bring young adults the life 
changing testimonies of ordinary people that launch them into lives of extraordinary mission for Christ and His 
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Church. Dan and Aaron talk about Burning Brightly without Burning Out. Dan and Aaron use the parable of the 5 
wise virgins and the 5 foolish virgins to illustrate their point of being ready and always burning brightly for Jesus. 
They also use an analogy of the sun to describe the type of burning brightly we should always strive to be. They 
continue to discuss the parable of the 10 virgins and what that parable means for each one of us. 

03 29 2021 at 19:00 Beyond Damascus 60 minutes Dan DeMatte and Aaron Richards bring young adults the life 
changing testimonies of ordinary people that launch them into lives of extraordinary mission for Christ and His 
Church. Aaron speaks with Lily and Mark McClellan about their music ministry and opening our hearts to the 
creative power of God. Aaron starts the show by talking about Damascus Creative Department and his involvement 
with this department. Aaron introduces the guests for the show, Lily and Mark McClellan. Lily and Mark share what 
they do being full time missionaries. Then, Lily and Mark share with their first significant encounter with Jesus and 
how they have gotten to where they are today. For the rest of the show, Aaron interviews Mark and Lily about 
their lives as missionaries. 
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